Absolute cross sections have been measured for reactants typically found in carbon tetrafluoride (CF4) discharges for collision energies below a few hundred electron volts. The reactions investigated include collision-induced dissociation and dissociative electron transfer reactions for CF; and F+ colliding with CF4, and collisional electron detachment for F-colliding with CF4' Also presented are measurements of energies and relative intensities of ions generated in dc Townsend CF4 discharges with E/N values ranging from 4 X 10-18 V m2 to 25 X 10-18 V m2 [4 to 25 kTd]. Ion energy and ion intensity data for the Townsend discharges are analyzed in light of the measured cross sections. [SI063-651X (99) 
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantitative knowledge of ion-molecule reactions is essential for understanding the production and transport of ions in many electrical discharges. Recent reports [1] and articles [2] have strongly indicated the need for data on ion-molecule reactions for species related to the gases used in the semiconductor industry. This need is driven primarily because of the essential role that ion bombardment plays in various etching and deposition processes, and the desire to develop predictive models for these processes. Ion-molecule reactions may also play a significant role in newly developed techniques for the destruction of waste gases from plasma reactors, and detailed modeling of these methods may produce more efficient procedures.
The majority of ion-molecule data found in the literature were derived from atmospheric oriented research. Few data are available for plasma processing gases. Carbon tetrafluoride (CF4)' for example, is one of the most commonly used plasma processing gases, but no ion-molecule cross sections are available in the literature. Consequently, plasma models [3] [4] [5] [6] for CF4 systems either do not include potentially important ion-molecule reactions, or use estimates for cross section values.
In order to provide some of the essential ion-molecule interaction data that are needed for such modeling, and in order to enhance the understanding of ion transport in simple CF4 discharges, we present and relate the results of two experiments. In the first part of this paper, we present absolute cross section measurements for ion-molecule reactions involving positive and negative ions typically found in dis-*Present address: Physics department. University of Denver. Denver. CO 80208-2238. charges containing CF4' The reactions investigated here include dissociative charge transfer collisions of F+ and CF: with CF4, collision-induced dissociation for CF: colliding with CF4, and collisional electron detachment for F-colliding with CF4' Cross sections have been determined for relative collision energies ranging from 20 to about 400 eV for F+ and CF: and from 2 to 80 eV for F-.
In the second portion of this paper we present measurements of relative intensities and energies of ions generated in a dc Townsend discharge in CF4' This simple discharge was chosen for study because in many ways it emulates the sheath region of more complex discharges, and it lends itself to modeling efforts [7] . Measurements were made for discharges with electric field-to-gas density ratios E/ N ranging from 4X 10-18 to 25X 10-18 V m2 [4 to 25 kTd], which are comparable to those found in the sheaths of some plasma processing discharges. The cross sections presented in the first part of the paper are used to provide an interpretation of the primary features of the Townsend-discharge ion data. However, it is clear that a complete understanding of the ion kinetics in even this simple discharge requires additional cross section data and sophisticated modeling.
n. EXPERIMENT
A. Ion-moleculecross sectionexperiment
In the first experiment, absolute cross sections were determined using complementary electrostatic trapping and crossed beam techniques which have been described in detail previously [8, 9] . Briefly, the primary ions F+, CF: ' or F-, are formed in a low pressure (~I.3 Pa) arc discharge source using a mixture of 10% CF4+ 90% Ar as the discharge gas. The signal intensities of other ions from the source, such as CF+ and CF; were too small to allow cross section measurements. After extraction and mass analysis, the primary ions are focused into an electrostatic trapping cell for direct measurement of absolute cross sections for collision induced dissociation (Cm), the sum of all dissocia-
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@ 1999 The American Physical Society PRE 60 tive charge transfer (OCT) reaction channels, or electron detachment (EO). The scattering region of the cylindrically symmetric cell consists of a collision chamber (scattering path -46 mm), detection plates, three 90% transparent parallel grids, and a Faraday collector. The target gas pressure is maintained at 0.05 Pa. The range of ion energies over which accurate CIO and OCT cross section measurements can be made is from 20 to 400 eV, with the lower energy limit determined by large angle elastic and inelastic scattering of the primary ion beam. Measurement of EO cross sections extends to much lower energies (approximately 2 eV) as the detached electrons are confined by magnetic trapping. By varying the retarding voltages on the grids, one can effectively isolate slow product ions associated with various dissociative charge transfer channels collectively, as well as certain more energetic Cll products. By applying a small axial magnetic field ( -12 G) to the collision chamber, electrons resulting from detachment or target ionization are confined to a small radius of gyration, allowing for their separation and detection and hence determination of total cross sections for electron detachment from F-, or target ionization in the case of positive primary ions. In order to ascertain cross sections for each OCT channel uniquely, a crossed beam arrangement is implemented. Here the primary beam passes resonantly between two curved plates of a cylindrical capacitor (mean radius of 76 mm) and intersects orthogonally with the target gas injected from above. The slow positive product ions are forced through an aperture in the inner wall of the capacitor and subsequently focused into a quadrupole mass analyzer. Product ion intensities are measured in counting mode using a continuous dynode electron multiplier operated so that its detection efficiency is close to unity for both singly and doubly ionized products. Branching ratios for slow product ions are then determined and combined with the trapping cell results to determine cross sections for specific OCT processes. Uncertainties for the CIO measurements are estimated to be within :t 15%, while those for OCT measurements are within :t 20%. To provide an additional check of the present experimental method, cross sections for OCT producing CF; and CF~arising from collisions of Ar+ with CF4 were measured and compared to previous results of Fisher, Weber, and Armentrout [10] . These latter experiments employed a guided beam technique in which the primary ion beam was injected into an rf octupole ion beam guide and collision cell, allowing all slow charged products to be effectively collected. Our results agreed with those of Fisher, Weber and Armentrout to within 10% over the range of energies common to both experiments, viz., 25 to 50 eV.
B. Townsend discharge experiment
In the second experiment, the relative intensities and energies of ions produced in dc Townsend discharges in CF4 are measured. The experimental apparatus used here is essentially the same as used previously in our studies of Townsend discharges in rare gases [II] and oxygen [12] . Briefly, the discharge cell consists of two flat, parallel, 11-cm-diam. stainless steel electrodes separated by a 2-cm gap and surrounded by a cylindrical quartz tube. The discharge is generated by introducing a gas between the plates, and then biasing the upper electrode either positively or negatively in order to sample positive or negative ions, respectively, at the grounded electrode. The pressure in the discharge ranges from approximately 5 to 20 Pa.
Ions from the discharge pass through a O.I-mm sampling orifice in the grounded electrode and enter a differentially pumped, 45°electrostatic ion-energy analyzer and quadrupole mass spectrometer system, which has been described previously [11] [12] [13] . The resolution of the mass spectrometer was approximately 1 u (amu), and the resolution of the electrostatic energy analyzer was maintained at 4 eV, independent of the mass and energy of the ion. The kinetic energy distributions of ions striking the grounded electrode are measured by setting the quadrupole to transmit ions of a particular mass, and then scanning the potential of the energy analyzer. As discussed in Refs.
[11] and [12] , the resulting distribution function is an ion-flux energy distribution, i.e., the number of ions per second with energy between Band B+ dB that strike a particular area of the grounded electrode [14] .
In a Townsend discharge the currents are sufficiently low ( < 100 /-LA)such that space charge effects are negligible, i.e., space charge does not significantly affect the applied electric field between the electrodes. Thus assuming the ions experience many collisions as they travel across the gas, the energies of the ions will be dependent only upon the ratio of the electric field strength to the gas number density EIN. The electric field strength E in the discharge gap is assumed to be given by Vdid, where d is the interelectrode gap spacing (2 cm) and Vd is the voltage drop across the gap. The gas density N is determined from the gas pressure in the gap region as measured by a capacitive manometer (baratron). The combined errors of these measurements indicates that the uncertainty in the measured EIN of a discharge is :t 3%.
m. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Ion-molecule reactions
A list of observed reaction channels and their respective endothermicities for ground state reactants and products is given in Table I , where the endothermicities are expressed in eV. Underlined products, which are fragments of the primary ions, have roughly the same laboratory velocity as the reactant ion. Therefore CF~formed from collision induced dissociation of CF; will have~of the kinetic energy of the primary ion. The laboratory kinetic energy of all other charged products will be small compared to that of the projectile. Shown in bold are the observed product ions or free electrons.
F++CF4
A mass spectrum illustrating the OCT products for collisions of F+ with CF4 for relative collision energy B of 66 eV is given in Fig. 1 . The figure clearly illustrates the remarkable variety of chemically reactive species-including doubly charged products-arising from these reactants. As mentioned earlier, the spectra are acquired in a pulse counting mode which does not preferentially detect doubly charged ions. Thus the relative intensities for CF~+ and CF;+ are scaled in the same manner as is done for CF+, etc. The 
Absolute cross sections for individual DCT reaction channels presented as a function of relative collision energy for the reactants F+ and CF4' The total DCT cross section is also shown. Figure 2 illustrates the summed cross section for all DCT processes as a function of the relative collision energy, along with those for its constituent channels (reactions 1-7 in Table I ). Unexpected are the small values for producing CFt, despite the fact that this process is exothermic by 2.7 eV owing to the large ionization potential for F.
Perhaps the most interesting result is the substantial cross section for producing CF~+ , illustrating an efficient process for the conversion of F+ to F-. This reaction exhibits an unexpectedly large cross section with a surprisingly low threshold energy. Doubly charged CF~+ is apparently produced for ion-collision energies below the ground state energetic threshold of -21 eV, a value derived from electronimpact appearance potential (AP) measurements [16] that assume the process e + CFC" CF~+ + F2+ 3e. If the AP products were actually F2'+ 2e, the reaction would be some 3 eV less endothermic, i.e., 18 eV.
The detection of CF~+ for low collision energies suggests the possibility that the primary ion beam is comprised of ground and metastable states of F+, most probably F+ (I D) and F+('S), 2.59 and 5.56 eV above ground state F+ep), respectively.A multiple state F+ beam is not uncommon when the ion is formed in an electron impact ionization source with an Ar:CF4 mixture as the source gas and electron energies exceeding 50 eV [17, 18] . In the present experiments the kinetic energy of the electrons in the positive ion source was 100eV andcouldnot beloweredby morethanabout 10 eV due to a substantial decrease in F+ ion beam current, an observationin agreementwith the resultsof Lin et at. [18] . Increasingthe source gas pressureto collisionallydeexcite metastable F+ ions is probably ineffective as singlet to triplet transitions would not be expected to have large cross sections.It is interestingto note that, althoughsmall, the cross sectionsfor productionof CFt + are still comparablewith those for producing C+ and F+. It should be noted that the endothermicity for production of CF; + given in Table I was also based on AP measurements and the assumption that e + CF4---+CF; + + F+3e.
CF; +CF4
The number of DCT product channels for these reactants (reactions 8-11 in Table I ) is considerably fewer than what is observed for the F+ projectile. Specifically, no doubly charged ions or F+ is observed for CF; + CF4' The total cross section for DCT is given in Fig. 3 along with the individual cross sections for the production of the principal DCT products. The energy levels for these product channels are given in Table I , where again ground state reactants and products are assumed. The magnitudes of the cross sections decrease substantially as the endothermicity of the reaction increases.
Cross sections for collision induced dissociation (Cm) were also measured for these reactants for collision energies, 30 eV<e<230 eV, but are not shown here. The three cm channels (reactions 12-15 in Table I (the two cannot be distinguished in the CID measurements), CF+, and CF~were found to have almost exactly the same energy-independent cross sections, each with a magnitude of 6 :t I A2. Again, no evidence could be found for the production of free electrons for these reactants.
F-+CF4
Cross sections for electron detachment for F-+ CF4 are given in Fig. 4 . Electron detachment begins at the electron affinity of F-(3.4 eV) and increases rapidly with energy. The cross section is somewhat similar in magnitude and behavior to that reported for F-impacting rare gas targets [19] and shows that electron detachment may be a significant contributor to the population of chemically active fluorine, an important radical in plasma etching processes.
B. Townsend discharge experiments
Figure 5(a) shows an energy-integrated mass spectrum of positive ions striking the cathode of a Townsend discharge in CF4 (black bars), as measured by the mass spectrometerenergy analyzer system. The F+ ion exhibited a signal intensity near the detection limit of the instrument at all E/ N, and CF~+ was neverobserved.F-and CF3"were the onlynegative ions detected. Both exhibited weak signals, as compared to the positive ions, with CF3"consistently exhibiting a flux nearly 10 times smaller than that for F-. For comparison, the standard 70-eV electron-impact mass spectrum [20] for CF4 is also shown (gray bars) in Fig. 5(a) . The actual energy distribution of electrons in the Townsend discharge is unknown (no calculations or measurements have been made at this high E/N), but it is exected to be non-Maxwellian with a high ener tail. t' therefore an overslmp 1 cation to assume that the 70-e electron-impact mass spectrum is indicative of the positi ions formed by electron impact in the discharge. ven so, it ISreasona e to assum . n the two mass spectra in Fig. 5 (a) may be partially attributed to the ion-conversion collisions that the ions experience as they travel through the discharge after having been formed by electron-impact ionization. Thus in general one can surmise from Fig. 5(a) that ion-molecule reactions exist that destroy CF; and F+ ions, while creating C+, CF+, and CF; ions.
The relative intensities of the four dominant ions were observed to vary with the value of E/ N in the discharge. This is shown in Fig. 5(b) , where the intensity of CF; is observed to decrease with increasing E/N, the intensiti~s of C+ and CF+ increase with increasing E/ N, and the intensity of CF; is nearly independent of E/ N. Figure 6 shows the energy distributions for the four dominant positive ions detected from two CF4 Townsend discharges with E/ N values near the extremes of the range investigated here. The F+ ion signal intensities were too weak to allow the measurement of energy distributions. At 5 X 10-18 V m2, the distribution for each ion exhibits a nearly linear decay with increasing energy on the semilog plots. This has been shown to be indicative of equilibrium motion of ions through the discharge [11, 12] , i.e., each ion experiences many collisions before striking the cathode. Interestingly, the maximum ion energies of the distributions, and the corresponding mean energies, increase with decreasing mass, indicating that the magnitude of cross sections for collisions resulting in energy loss are smaller for the smaller ions.
At the higher E/N value (25.3X 10-18 V m2), the distributions exhibit significant curvature, and the maximum ion energies are equivalent to the voltage drop between the electrodes (768 V). Both of these observations indicate a lack of equilibrium conditions for the ions, i.e., the ions experience too few collisions to exhibit an energy distribution characterized solely by E/ N. In fact, some of the ions travel across the electrode gap without experiencing any significant energy loss. Again the mean energies of the distributions increase with decreasing mass of the ion, which is a trend that was observed at all values of E/ N studied here.
By integrating the ion-flux energy distributions, the mean energies of the ions were calculated. The mean energies at low EIN =4 X 10-18 V m2 are observed to range from approximately 20 eV for CF: to nearly 40 eV for C+. At the highest value of EIN, the mean energies range from approximately 150 eV for CF: to nearly 250 eV for C+. These values provide an indication of the ion energies for which ion-molecule cross sections are needed to interpret the data from these types of discharges.
For the negative ions detected from the discharges, only F-exhibited sufficient signal intensity to allow reliable measurements of ion-flux energy distributions. The distributions for F-at two values of EIN are shown in Fig. 7 . The signal intensities are weak compared to positive ion intensities, and the maximum ion energies are also lower than observed for positive ions at the same EIN. The mean ion energies for Frange from 25 eV at 4X 10-18 V m2 to 110 eV at 17 X 10-18 V m2.
IV. DISCUSSION
Some of the Townsend discharge data presented in Figs. 5 -7 may be interpreted in light of the cross section data presented in Figs. 2-4 and the discussion in Sec. III A. The nearly total lack of F+ flux in the Townsend discharges is attributable to the dissociative charge transfer reactions shown in Fig. 2 . Only a small portion of the total cross section for DCT results in the formation of a new F+ ion (reaction 5 in Table I ). The remaining collision pathways result in the destruction of F+ and the formation of a different ionic species, thus nearly eliminating F+ from the discharge before it can reach the cathode. Interestingly, from the cross section data in Fig. 2 , one would expect a substantial CF~+ signal to be observed from the Townsenddischarge.-However, no CFi + ion flux was detected, perhaps indicating that a large collisional destruction process, such as charge transfer, also exists for CFi + .
Similarly, the relatively lower intensity of the CF: ion observed in Fig. 5(a) when compared to electron-impact ionization may be attributed to two collision processes that destroy CF: ions. The first is the dissociative charge transfer reactions presented in Fig. 3 . While these reactions primarily result in the formation of a "slow" CF: ion and a "fast" CF3 radical, there are significant cross sections (reactions 9-11 in Table I ) for the destruction of CF: resulting in the production of CFi ' CF+, and C+ ions, particularly at higher energies. The second source of CF: destruction is the collision-induced dissociation processes (reactions 12-15) discussed in Sec. III A 2. In these reactions the projectile CF: ion is dissociated to form CFi ' CF+, C+, and F+ ions. The sum of the cross sections for these four reactions is approximately 18 A2. Together, these DCT and crn reactions represent a large loss mechanism contributing to the reduction in the number of CF: ions that reach the surfaces exposed to the discharge.
Complementary to these destruction collisional processes for F+ and CF: ' is the formation of CFi ' CF+, and C+, which are the dominant ionic products for many of the DCT and crn reactions. This is consistent to the relative increases in CFi ' CF+, and C+ intensities presented in Fig. 5(a) for the Townsend-ion data compared with the electron-impact data.
The EI N dependence of the relative intensities of the four positive ions shown in Fig. 5(b) is consistent with the energy dependence of the ion-molecule reactions. The decreasing flux of CF: with increasing EIN, associated with increases in C+ and CF+ signals, correlates well with the increasing cross sections for C+ and CF+ production by DCT in Fig. 3 , and with expectations that the cross section for CID of CF: decreases with decreasing ion energies below 30 eV. The relatively flat dependence of CFi on EIN cannot be fully explained without measured cross sections for its destruction. The independence of CFi signal with EIN does suggest that some significant destruction processes exist that would compete with the significant production processes for CFi measured here in reactions 2, 9, and 12.
The large cross section measured for the production of "slow" CF: ions by DCT from CF: (reaction 8 and Fig. 3 ) explains the relatively low energies of the CF: ions shown in Fig. 6 , as compared to the other positive ions. It has been shown for other gases, that such charge transfer reactions significantly reduce the mean energies of that ion in the discharge [11, 12] . Based upon the observed trend in ion energies with changing mass that is evident in Fig. 6 , similar DCT cross sections would be expected for CFi ' CF+, and C+, although the magnitudes would be somewhat related to the mass of each ion.
Dissociative electron attachment to CF4 is weak [15] , so F-intensities are expected to be weaker than positive ion intensities in the CFt Townsend discharge. Additionally, the significant cross section for collisional electron detachment for F-(reaction 16) at the ion energies exhibited by the distributions shown in Fig. 7 will further reduce the amount of F-detected at the electrode. The increasing cross section for collisional detachment with increasing energy (Fig. 4) explains the relatively low ion energies observed for Fcompared to the smaller positive ions.
Because of the relatively high pressures and long transport distances existing in the Townsend discharges, the ionmolecule reactions measured and discussed here significantly influence the energy and species distributions for ions striking the surfaces exposed to the discharge. The influence of these reactions will be less for low pressure discharges with small sheaths where the ions experience far fewer high energy ion-molecule collisions. For example, ion-flux data taken in an inductively coupled, CF4 plasma [21] exhibit narrow ion-energy distributions and relative ion fluxes similar to the 70-eV mass spectrum shown in Fig. 5(a) , thus indicating minimal ion-molecule collisions as the ions are accelerated toward the grounded electrode.
Other discharges that are commonly used for plasma processing application possess characteristics that would suggest a potentially significant role of ion-molecule reactions in determining the composition and energy of the ion flux. For example, capacitively coupled plasmas commonly operate at pressures ranging from 1.3 to 133 Pa (10 to 1000 mTorr) and exhibit sheath widths larger than a millimeter. At these pressures the mean free path of an ion can be smaller than the sheath width, and depending upon the reactor design, the ions can have energies exceeding 100 eV. [22] Ion intensity and energy distributions for capacitively coupled CF4 discharges reported by Janes [23] showed that intensities of CF+ and CF; ions increased with increasing gas pressure. These observations are in agreement with the cross section measurements presented here. Janes attempted to identify possible ion-molecule reactions to explain his observations, but acknowledged the need for energy dependent cross sections for a detailed analysis of the structures observed in the ion-energy distributions.
In a similar measurement for a CF4, capacitively coupled discharge, Snijkers et at. [24] concluded that a large number of chemical reactions take place within the sheath involving CF; ions and neutrals. From an analysis of their ion-energy distributions, Snijkers et at. attempted to deduce the dominant ion-molecule reactions occurring within the sheath. While their analysis resulted in the identification of some of the systems measured here, it was not possible from the available data to ascertain all of the important reactions. The use of the present cross sections allows for some additional analysis of their results. For example, Snijkers et at. concluded that CF; ions were produced in the sheath primarily by the dissociation of CFj ions, which is supported by our cross section measurements for that reaction (reaction 12 in Table I ). However, they did not consider the production of CF; from CID reactions such as reactions 2 and 9 shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , respectively. Similarly, the production of CFj ions in the sheath are attributed primarily to Cll reactions of CFj ions with CF4 (reaction 8), while a Cll reaction involving F+ (reaction I) may also contribute. Finally, the production of F+ in the sheath was attributed primarily to symmetric charge-exchange collisions with F radicals. Equally likely production mechanisms include the Cll reaction of CF: striking CF4 to form F+ (reaction 14) and the DCT reaction of F+ striking CF4 to form F+ (reaction 5).
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented cross sections for ion-molecule reactions that are typically found in many CF4 discharges. These reactions include dissociative charge transfer for F+ and CFj, collisional induced dissociation for CFj , and collisional electron detachment for F-. Also presented were measurements of kinetic energies and relative intensities of ions sampled from dc Townsend discharges. Analysis of the cross sections presented at the beginning of the paper allowed a general interpretation of the characteristics of the ion flux measured at the electrodes of the Townsend discharge. This suggests that the processes for which cross sections were determined represent the primary ion-molecule reactions occurring within the discharge. However, a complete assessment of the ion production and transport within the discharge would require a more complete measurement of cross sections, including CID and DCT cross sections for the less abundant ions, such as C+, CF+, CF; , and CF; + .
